COVID DECODED
Written by Monika Szavai

I would like to share things from a different perspective, which might be confronting for
some of you. I humbly ask everybody not to take this personally. I am simply sharing with
you my knowledge and insight on this matter.
First of all I do need to give a little bit of a background so please stay with me…
As we all know, Life and everything that exists in the Universe is the Unconditional Love
field which permeates everything - what we know as the element Ether - the
unmanifested, expressing itself through the four elements – the manifested. Fire came first
and is made up of the other elements: Air, Water, and Earth. They took form as Life
explored polarity and density.
FIRE expresses itself as the Spiritual plane, AIR as the Mental plane, WATER as
the Emotional plane and EARTH as the Physical plane.
Coming back to our situation…
As George explained to us this energy is a Consciousness Virus. In order for the mind
control to be effective, it was necessary for THE MASTERS OF ILLUSION to suppress our
breathing, the element Air, because this distortion field, the virus, was created in the
Consciousness plane, the Mental plane, which is the expression of the Air element.
This energy, the virus, is not capable of infecting the physical body, it can only infect the
consciousness of a person, simply because it ‘resides’ in the Consciousness field - element
Air - and not in the physical plane - element Earth.
When the consciousness and mind of a person becomes infected by this energy, their
perception becomes distorted and, as a result, when suffering from an illness they will
attribute that to the virus. A person infected by the virus becomes the “possession” of the
Machine. Therefore ”possessed” by the Machine they will feel compelled, through
distorted reasoning, to take the body of the Machine into their physical body.
When a person says that they were sick with ‘covid’ they are basing this statement on a
‘positive’ test.

LET’S REVIEW!
An apparently rational person chooses to have graphene and other highly toxic
carcinogens inserted:
in their brain, through the nasal cavity, exposing their body to possible cribriform
plate fissures, resulting in olfactory nerve damage, cerebrospinal fluid leakage,
meningitis, and making the brain accessible to pathogens which are called brain eating
amoebas (like Jim Baab explained)
in the lymphatic system through the tonsils, which are a set of lymphoid organs.
The tonsils are immunocompetent organs which serve as the immune system's first line
of defense against ingested or inhaled foreign pathogens, and assist in immune
responses to common illnesses such as the common cold.

The genetic material which has been obtained in this matter, which is
also heavily contaminated with highly toxic carcinogens, is then tested:
using a technology which is not capable of diagnosing disease, as its inventor
has stated
based on a computer code, because as we know there is no sample of genetic
material collected from an infected person who died of covid
being amplified by an absurd number of times, after 7-11 amplifications the test
becomes irrelevant
resulting in ‘positive’ tests including in: papaya, goats, and chicken wings

Based on the dynamic of the elements which I have shared, the covid virus will always be
a computer code and there will never be an isolated genetic material sample offered.
THERE IS NO OUTBREAK. THERE IS NO DISEASE.
What people are experiencing as ‘covid’ is the graphene cocktail poisoning.
So when a person says that they were sick with ‘covid’ in reality they are saying:
I DENOUNCED MY HUMAN NATURE. I AM NO LONGER HUMAN. I AM AUGMENTED!
The covid virus is the Virus of Transhumanism. It only exists in the holographic reality
created by the TI and it only infects those who are choosing the path of Technology.
There are also the few who entered into this relationship so they could break the TI from
within.

With the insertion of the graphene into the Human Body, the artificial timeline of the
holographic reality separated itself from the organic timeline of Earth.
The following is a quote from Dr. Andrew Kaufman psychiatrist. It is from the COVIDLAND
documentary released by Alex Jones:
Dr. Kaufman states:
I want to be very clear about this message. The one thing that everyone can do is to refuse
testing. And this is because testing is the primary tool that is being used to create artificial
cases of a disease which characterizes healthy people. And the number of cases that are
found by this meaningless test in healthy people is the main reason that the government is
using to shut us down and take away our freedoms. And if you submit for any reason to this
test, you are driving that tyranny forward.
As Eril Kaya explained, the Corona virus was released as a desperate attempt to interfere
with Mother Earth’s and our Crowning process of birthing a new Universal Expression.
In the Cycle of Life, the element Air - what was disrespectfully called the Spring Season represents Birth, Child, and Sunrise.
THE MASTERS OF ILLUSION are not Creator beings, which means they don’t have access
to Ether. They take what already exists - Sacred, Vital energies, distort them through
sorcery and keep them in a tormented state. They also manipulate human beings to
project heavy energies such as: hatred, resentment, and revulsion to further poison and
torment these energies.
The corona virus and the PCR technology are beautiful beings held in a state of agony and
torment. What we can all do, is take these energies and through our Heart – which is the
portal to our Soul, return them into the Ether so they can be restored and birthed anew.

